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I. Introduction

This work is a case study for the mapping of a particular formal language (Topic Map[1] (TM)) to
Common Logic[2] (CL). CL was intended to be a uniform platform ensuring a seamless syntactic
and semantic integration of knowledge represented in different formal languages. CL is based on
first-order logic (FOL) with a precise model-theoretic semantic. The exact target language is Common
Logic Interchange Format (CLIF), the most common dialect of CL. Both CL and TM are ISO standards
and their metamodels are included in the Object Definition Metamodel[3] (ODM). ODM was intended
to serve as foundation of Model Driven Architecture (MDA) offering formal basis for representation,
management, interoperability, and semantics. The paper aims at the evaluation of the use of CL as a
fusion platform on the example of TM.

II. The Topic Maps

TM is a technology for modelling knowledge and connecting this structured knowledge to relevant
information sources. A central operation in TMs is merging, aiming at the elimination of redundant
TM constructs. TopicMapConstruct is the top-level abstract class in the TM metamodel (Fig. 1). The
later detailed ReifiableConstruct, TypeAble and ScopeAble classes are also abstract. The remaining
classes are pairwise disjoint.

Figure 1: The class hierarchy and the relation and attribute names of the TM metamodel.

TopicMap is a set of topics and associations. Topic is a symbol used within a TM to represent
exactly one subject, in order to allow statements to be made about that subject. The Association
and AssociationRole classes enable TM to express hyperrelations between topics. The number of
contained AssociationRole instances is the arity of the relation.
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The Occurrence class represents a relationship between a subject and an information resource. Oc-
currences are essentially specialized associations, where one participant in the association can be an
information resource. For example the topic ’Iron’ may have an occurrence with Unicode string at-
tributes: (datatype = IRI , value = http : //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron) or an other occurrence
with (datatype = density, value = 7.88g/cm3).
In many cases the extensibility of TM constructs by additional information is useful, for example by
adding occurrences to an association, or by assigning a name to an occurrence. Reification is the act
of making a topic represent the subject of another TM construct in the same TM. For example, creat-
ing a topic that represents the relationship expressed by an association is reification. Reification may
store meta-data like authors, version number, copyright external documentation or schema. Typeable
constructs must have a type topic. Statements can be declared with occurrences. Topic names, variant
names, occurrences, and associations are statements, whereas assignments of identifying locators to
topics are not considered as statements. All statements have a scope, representing the context within
which a statement is valid. Scope could be for example the source of information or solution of a
homonymic conflict (e.g., ’file’ in the context of fishes or IT).
Subject identifiers and subject locators of topics enable the use of references to internal or external
information resources. The identifiers may represent the subject of the topic in a human readable form
without any specific semantic. On the other hand, the locator is unique and conforms some locator
notation standard like URI or IRI. Subjects which are not information resources should be treated as
subject identifiers.
A topic name consists of the base name, and variants of it, known as variant names. Topic names
may have a scope, which defines in what context the topic name is an appropriate label for the subject.
Suitable base names for people, countries, and organizations are their names, while base names for
documents, musical works, and movies might be their titles. Essentially, a base name is a specialized
kind of occurrence. A variant name is an alternative form of a topic name that may be more suitable in
a certain context than the corresponding base name, so variants must have a more specific scope.

III. The mapping

The ODM contains both the mapping from TM to Web Ontology Language (OWL) and the mapping
from OWL to CL. So the composition of mappings seemed to be a long but steady way to perform the
desired mapping. We followed this way to be as close to the spirit of ODM as possible. However, we
faced many problems during this procedure. The understanding of the transformations using different
formalisms (QVT, translation tables and corresponding axioms) was the most time consuming part of
the job. The cited mappings of ODM[3] are incomplete. It is not surprising, because the syntax and
semantic of OWL and CL are relatively complex.

The OWL-CL mapping of ODM is based on the work of P. Hayes[4] which is still incomplete. Many
OWL and RDF statements lack a clear CL translation. Fortunately, the first mapping does not result in
ambiguous statements or constructs, so the composition of the mappings was relatively simple. Hayes
mentions two logical styles of mappings between formal languages: translation and embedding. Let
us see the next OWL/RDF triple:

behind rdf:type owl:TransitiveProperty

which carries the meaning that ’behind’ is a transitive binary relation. This is semantically equivalent
with the next CLIF sentence:

(forall (x y z)(implies
(and (behind x y)(behind y z))
(behind x z)

))
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However, the next statement is also a correct CLIF sentence with the same meaning but the OWL/RDF
syntax survives somehow:

(rdf_triple behind rdf:type owl:TransitiveProperty)

We will refer to the first solution as translation while the second -which preserves the vocabulary of
the source language- is called embedding. Embedding can be considered as a specific syntactic sugar.
Therefore we need some extra axioms in CLIF that fix the meaning of them:

(forall (x y z)(iff (rdf_triple y x z)(x y z)))
(forall (x y)(iff (rdf:type x y)(y x)))
(forall (p)(iff

(owl:TransitiveProperty p)
(forall (x y z)(implies (and (p x y)(p y z))(p x z) ))

))

If some semantic aspects of the source language were unclear, we could express it using embeddings
without sugar axioms.

( forall (u) ( implies (subclass u)(superclass u) ))

where the unary relations above are type-instance relations. This notation in [4] [5] is just a natural
convention but not a semantic extension.

(forall (p q)(iff
(supsub p q)
(forall (x)( implies (q x)(p x ) ))

))

Returning to the subject, the composition of TM-OWL and OWL-CL mappings was followed by a
consolidation of the result (Table 1). The introduced CL relations should inherit their semantics from
TM.

Table 1: Mapping between TM and CL constructs
TM construct TM construct parameters CL constructs

Topic Map x:TM CL Module
Association I. x:A parent y:TM x:Sentence of y:Module

Reification x:TM reified by y:T(parent z:TM) Importation(z) into x, (= x y)
ID-s and locators CL Names

multiple ID-s ... (= id1 id2)
sup.t.-subt. relation x:T, y:T, ... (supsub x y)

type-inst. relation x:T, y:T, ... (x y)
Association II. x:A type is y:T (y x)

AssociationRole x:AR type y:T, parent z:A, player q:T (y z q)
Occurence x:O type y:T, parent z:T, value q:string (y z q)

TopicName x:TN type y:T, parent z:T, value q:string (y z q)
Variant x:V parent z:T, value q:string (variant z q)
Scope x:TMC, scope is y:T (scope x y)

We will demonstrate the mapping by the following TM example (Fig. 2) followed by the correspond-
ing CL theory. Example includes different styles of type-instance and subtype-supertype relations
because ODM uses both of them. The TM and CL Module containment is neglected here.
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Figure 2: TopicMap example (pr.=parent, pl.=player).

(supsub Human Woman)
(supsub Thing Human)
(Woman Alice)
(Human Bob)

(MotherSon motherson1)
(Mother motherson1 Alice)
(Son motherson1 Bob)

The mother-son relation is quite verbose but includes the role names of the arguments too. We can
easily shorten it as follows:

(MotherSon Alice Bob).

IV. Conclusions

Despite the fact CL aims to be a common platform for semantic integration and covers the semantic
of FOL, it does not cover the most common semantic relations used in knowledge representation like
type-instance, subtype-supertype or containment. Type-instance relations have a natural notation as
an unary relation and the supertype-subtype relation can be derived from it using the features of FOL.
However, these relations should be handled explicitly as semantic extensions[2] in a new dialect or
should be standardized. There are no available CL examples for fundamental features, e.g., for im-
porting modules, exclusion sets, texts. The lack of complete and normative translations from the most
important knowledge representation languages is the main obstacle of CL to become a widely accepted
common platform. Correct usage of CL texts, modules and importation remained an open question. It
is crucial in matching ontologies but there are no relevant examples at all, e.g., in [3][4][5]. Neuhaus
[6] shows that the semantics of modules are erroneous and suggests two options how to fix them. So
CL alone is insufficient to express the basic concepts of knowledge representation in a uniform way
and suffers from semantic inconsistencies.
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